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Since school was shut, things have been a bit

different. We have been learning at home. This

has been to keep ourselves, families and friends safe.



It is now time for some of us to come back to

school. There will only be some classes in school,

and there will be some changes to keep everyone

safe still.



When you come into school, each year group

will have their own gate. Only one parent can

drop you off at this gate. Year 1 will use

the kitchen gates.



There will be lines on the ground to show

you where to stand. 2 metres apart. You need

to stay apart but you can smile, wave and say

hello while you are waiting!



When you come into school you will use

hand sanitiser.

You will wait on a line outside until your teacher

is ready to take you to the classroom.



There will be some places in school we cannot go. Like

the library or the lunch hall. Our teachers will show

us where we can go.

Around school are arrows to help us all go the

right way.



The classes will look a bit different too. In Year 1

we will be in a bubble of up to 15 children and

2 adults. Our bubble will have a classroom and some

outdoor space. We will stay in these spaces with

these children friends only. My teacher could be:

Mrs Thomas

Mrs Rodrigues

Miss Castro

Miss Thompson



We will need to put our things all under

our desk in the classroom.

This will be my desk and it will have the

resources I need in a plastic wallet on the desk.

I cannot share these, these are just for me.



We have to remember to try to keep apart especially from

children not in our bubble even if they are our friends. .

Lots of hand washing. Don't forget the song!

And even if we can't share our toys right now. We

can share our ideas and smiles.



Everyone at school will help you to keep safe, and

also have fun! We are all looking forward to

seeing you again!




